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Proper Citation

CTSgetR (RRID:SCR_014672)

Resource Information

URL: https://github.com/dgrapov/CTSgetR

Proper Citation: CTSgetR (RRID:SCR_014672)

Description: R interface to Chemical Translation Service which provides translation between chemical and biological database identifiers.

Resource Type: systems interoperability software, source code, software resource, software application

Keywords: statistical analysis, statistical analysis package, r, r package, source code, system interoperability, software, translation, chemical, metabolomics

Availability: Freely available

Resource Name: CTSgetR

Resource ID: SCR_014672

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for CTSgetR.

No alerts have been found for CTSgetR.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry
Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.